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A predictor-based controller for time-varying delay systems is presented in this paper and its
robustness properties for different uncertainties are analyzed. First, a time-varying delay dependent
stability condition is expressed in terms of LMIs. Then, uncertainties in the knowledge of all plant-
model parameters are considered and the resulting closed-loop system is shown to be robust with
respect to these uncertainties. A signiﬁcant improvement with respect to the same control strategy
without predictor is achieved. The scheme is applicable to open-loop unstable plants and it has been
tested in a real-time application to control the roll angle of a quad-rotor helicopter prototype. The
experimental results show good performance and robustness of the proposed scheme even in the
presence of long delay uncertainties.
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In designing any control system the process behavior imposes
some unavoidable performance limitations (see, for instance Seron,
Braslavsky, & Goodwin, 1997). This is clearly the case when dealing
with systems with time delays, see for example Normey-Rico and
Camacho (2007), Normey-Rico, Guzman, Dormido, Berenguel, and
Camacho (2009), Ingimundarson and Hagglund (2001) and the
references therein. The Smith Predictor (SP), Smith (1957), and the
Finite Spectrum Assignment (FSA), Manitius and Olbrot (1979), may
be considered as the main control methods for linear processes with
time delay in either the input or the output (see also Richard, 2003).
A careful analysis of these methods and their modiﬁcations show that
they all use, in an implicit or explicit manner, a prediction of the state
in order to achieve the control of the system. The more appealing
characteristic of a predictor-based control is that, for a delayed plant
without modelling error, the achieved performance approaches that
of a delay-free system, Yue and Han (2005), Normey-Rico and
Camacho (2008), and Guzman et al. (2008).
As explained in Palmor (1996), the use of an explicit unstable
prediction model in the SP approach determines the internal
instability of the closed-loop system. Palmor also suggested howll rights reserved.
elleria de Educacio´n under
DPI2008-06737-C02-01 from
: þ34 96 387 9579.to implement the control law using the so-called integral form. In
Manitius and Olbrot (1979), this approach was also introduced in
the framework of spectrum assignment with distributed delays.
However, as shown in Mondie´, Dambrine, and Santos (2002), the
implementation of this control approach on a digital computer
may result in an unstable behavior.
Nowadays, almost any control system application is imple-
mented by using a computer, Astrom and Wittenmark (1997).
Thus, it is worth to analyze the effect of the delays in sampled
data systems. On the other hand, it is well-known that Discrete-
Time (DT) delayed systems can be transformed into a delay-free
system by using state augmentation techniques. However, in
many cases, such delays are too large and time-varying, Yue
and Han (2005), and Pan, Marquez, and Chen (2006). In such
cases, conventional state augmentation technique is usually not
applicable, Gao and Chen (2007). These considerations motivate
the study of time-varying DT systems, Zhong (2004), Boukas
(2006). Different control strategies have been proposed, such as
a static state feedback (Du, Jiang, & Zhou, 2008; Guangdeng,
Linlin, & Hongyong, 2009; Guo & Li, 2009; Meng, Lam, Du, & Gao,
2010) or a dynamic controller (He, Wu, Liu, & She, 2008; Liu,
Martin, Wu, & Tang, 2006).
In Lozano, Castillo, Garcia, and Dzul (2004), a discrete-time
controller for Continuous-Time (CT) plants with time delay is
proposed and the closed-loop stability is proved. The proposed
robust stability proof allows positive or negative variations in the
delay but they must be bounded by the size of the sampling
period. In Garcia, Castillo, Lozano, and Albertos (2006), the
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Fig. 1. State-feedback control of measurement delayed plants.
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larger than the sampling period but, in both papers, time-varying
delay variations smaller than the sampling period are only
considered. Recently in Garcia, Gonzalez, Castillo, Lozano, and
Albertos (2010), this framework was improved in order to analyze
time-varying delays greater than the sampling period, although
the LMI constraints developed to check closed-loop stability have
been shown to be very conservative.
The objective of this paper is to analyze robust stability of DT
predictor-based state-feedback controllers applied to open-loop
unstable systems with time-varying measurement delay, when only
delay bounds are assumed to be known. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, the robust stability analysis under large but bounded
time varying-delays has not been previously reported in the
literature.
The paper is organized as follows: the problem statement is
introduced in the next section. The stability condition to analyze
time-varying delay systems is proposed in Section 3. Section 4 is
devoted to present some numerical examples to compare the
performance of the predictor-based and the equivalent memory-
less control schemes. In Section 5, robustness issues are analyzed.
In order to validate the proposed control scheme in real time
operation, several experiment tests are carried-out in Section 6.
Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.2. Problem formulation
Assume the following CT state space representation of the
plant
_xðtÞ ¼ AcxðtÞþBcuðtÞ ð1aÞ
xðtÞ ¼ 0, tr0 ð1bÞ
where the nominal plant parameter matrices are AcAR
nn,
BcAR
nm. Without loss of generality, and with the aim to simplify
the analysis, null initial conditions are assumed.
As depicted in Fig. 1, the plant state x(t) is fully accessible but
there is an unknown measurement/transmission delay tðtÞ. That is
~xðtÞ ¼ xðttðtÞÞ ð2Þ
This delay is assumed to be randomly varying, tðtÞ, but bounded by
known values.
Since a computer implementation is intended, the sampling
period is deﬁned as Tk ¼ tkþ1tk, where tk is the sampling time
instant, kAZþ , and tðtkÞ ¼ tk.
In this section, the following assumptions are made1:
Assumption A1. The sampling period is constant Tk ¼ T .1 These assumptions will be removed in Section 5.Assumption A2. The output delay satisﬁes tk ¼ dkT, where
dkAZ
þ and dmrdkrdM , being dm and dM known delay bounds.2
That means dk is also randomly varying.
Assumption A3. There are no uncertainties in the process model
(Ac ,Bc).
Then, a DT approximation of (1) is given by
xkþ1 ¼ AxkþBuk
xk ¼ 0, kr0 ð3Þ
where A¼ eAcT , B¼ R T0 eAcs dsBc and dk is the discrete-time delay,
deﬁned in Assumption A2.
A state feedback law is assumed
uk ¼Kxk ð4Þ
where KARmn is a static state feedback control law such that the
controlled system is stable and fulﬁls some design requirements.
Thus, ABK is a Hurwitz matrix.
But if there is an output measurement time-varying delay, that
is, for
uk ¼K ~xk ¼Kxkdk ð5Þ
the stability of the closed-loop is not guaranteed.
The robust stability of the closed-loop system (3)–(5) has been
studied and reported in the cited literature: given the control law
in (4), the time delay interval fdm,dMg ensuring the system
stability can be computed.
2.1. Discrete time model based predictor
To counteract the delay, a predicted state x (see Fig. 1) will be
used to provide the control input and its inﬂuence in the closed-
loop robustness will be analyzed.
A measurement delay hAZþ is assumed to compute the
predicted state (usually hAfdm,dMg), being a predictor design
parameter. The proposed predictor-based control scheme is
uk ¼Kxkþh ð6Þ
where xkþh is an h-step ahead prediction, that is
xkþh ¼ Ahxkdk þ
Xh1
i ¼ 0
Ahi1Bukþ ih ¼ Ahxkdk þSh,k ð7Þ
where xkdk is the current state measurement. The actual delay dk
is randomly varying and unknown (Assumption A2).
2.2. Closed-loop behavior
Concerning the dynamics of the closed-loop system, the
following Lemma can be stated.
Lemma 1. The predictor-based closed-loop controlled system com-
posed of (3), (6) and (7), leads to
xkþ1 ¼ ðABKÞxkBKAhxkdk þBKAhxkh ð8Þ
Proof. Combining (6) and (3), and taking into account (7), it
yields
xkþ1 ¼ AxkBKAhxkdkBKSh,k ð9Þ
where Sh,k is as deﬁned in (7).2 In general, dm is known and ﬁxed whereas dM is the maximum estimated
delay to get stable behavior of the controlled plant, as a result of the stability
analysis (Section 3).
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xk ¼ AhxkhþSh,k ð10Þ
But Sh,k can be eliminated between (10) and (9), leading to (8).
This completes the proof. &
3. Delay-dependent stability condition for time-varying delay
systems
In this section, a new stability condition for the predictor-
based controlled system (8), where the control is computed by
using the assumed measurement delay h different from the actual
one dk which is time-varying but bounded, is proposed.
The stability condition is based on a set of LMIs (Boyd, El
Ghaoui, Feron, & Balakrishnan, 1994). The solution of the LMI
problem, if a feasible one exists, can be easily found by any
standard available software such as Matlab’s LMI Control Toolbox
(Gahinet, Nemirovskii, Laub, & Chilali, 1995). For a given delay
lower bound dm, the goal is to ﬁnd the largest delay interval,
d¼ dMdm, ensuring the closed-loop stability.
To simplify the notation, the new matrices A0 ¼ ðABKÞ and
A1 ¼ BKAh are deﬁned. Hence, from (8) it yields
xkþ1 ¼ A0xkþA1xkhA1xkdk ð11Þ
Theorem 1. System (11) is asymptotically stable if there exist
matrices P, Z1, Z240; Q , Qm, QM , Qh, ZMZ0 and matrices
S1, S2, T1, T2 satisfying the following matrix inequalities
G dS
dST dZM
 !
o0,
G dT
dTT dZM
 !
o0 ð12Þ
where S¼ ð0 ST1 ST2 0 0 0 0ÞT , T ¼ ð0 TT1 0 TT2 0 0 0ÞT . The sym-
metric matrix G is deﬁned as follows3:
G¼
G1 0 G2 0 G3 G4 G5
ðnÞ G6 G7 G8 0 G9 G10
ðnÞ ðnÞ G11 0 Z1 0 0
ðnÞ ðnÞ ðnÞ G12 0 0 0
ðnÞ ðnÞ ðnÞ ðnÞ G13 G14 G15
ðnÞ ðnÞ ðnÞ ðnÞ ðnÞ P 0
ðnÞ ðnÞ ðnÞ ðnÞ ðnÞ ðnÞ Z
0
BBBBBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCCCCA
where
G1 ¼Pþðdþ1ÞQþQMþQmþQhZ2
G2 ¼
0, hrdm
Z2, h4dm
(
G3 ¼
Z2, hrdm
0, h4dm
(
G4 ¼ AT0P
G5 ¼ ðA0IÞTZ
G6 ¼QþT1þTT1S1ST1
G7 ¼ S1ST2
G8 ¼T1þTT23 I(0) denotes the identity (zero) matrix of appropriate dimension and (n)
represents a term induced by symmetry.G9 ¼AT1P
G10 ¼AT1Z
G11 ¼QmþS2þST2Z1þ
0, hrdm
Z2, h4dm
(
G12 ¼QMT2TT2
G13 ¼QhZ1þ
Z2, hrdm
0, h4dm
(
G14 ¼ AT1P
G15 ¼ AT1Z
Z ¼ r21Z2þðdmhÞ2Z1þdZM
r1 ¼minðdm,hÞ
Note that d¼ dMdm is an analysis parameter.
Proof. Following the ideas in Guo and Li (2009) and Garcia et al.
(2010), a Lyapunov–Krasovskii function candidate is deﬁned as
VðkÞ ¼ V1ðkÞþV2ðkÞþV3ðkÞþV4ðkÞþV5ðkÞ ð13Þ
where
V1ðkÞ ¼ xTkPxk
V2ðkÞ ¼
Xk1
i ¼ kdk
xTi Qxi
V3ðkÞ ¼
Xk1
i ¼ kdm
xTi Qmxiþ
Xk1
i ¼ kdM
xTi QMxiþ
Xk1
i ¼ kh
xTi Qhxi
V4ðkÞ ¼
Xdm
j ¼ dM þ1
Xk1
i ¼ kþ j
xTi Qxi
V5ðkÞ ¼ r1
X1
i ¼ r1
Xk1
m ¼ kþ i
nTmZ2nmþ9dmh9
Xr11
i ¼ r2
Xk1
m ¼ kþ i
nTmZ1nm
þ
Xdm1
i ¼ dM
Xk1
m ¼ kþ i
nTmZMnm
with nk ¼ xkþ1xk, r16minðdm,hÞ and r26maxðdm,hÞ.
Then, the closed-loop system (11) will be asymptotically stable
if the forward difference DVðkÞ ¼ Vðkþ1ÞVðkÞ satisﬁes
DVðkÞ ¼DV1ðkÞþDV2ðkÞþDV3ðkÞþDV4ðkÞþDV5ðkÞo0 ð14Þ
After some lengthy algebraic manipulations (see Appendix), it yields
GþðdkdmÞSZ1M STþðdMdkÞTZ1M TTo0 ð15Þ
Note that the ﬁrst term in the above inequality is linear afﬁne
function in the variable dk. Taking into account the same con-
siderations as Guo and Li (2009) the equivalence between this
inequality and the following LMI constraints can be proved:
GþdSZ1M STo0 ð16Þ
GþdTZ1M TTo0 ð17Þ
Table 1
Calculation of dM given dm.
State feedback Algorithm dm
1 4 7 10
Delayed Th.1 Guo (2009) 8 8 8 Infeasible
Delayed Th.1 Gao (2007) 8 8 8 Infeasible
Delayed Th.3 Gao (2007) 8 8 9 Infeasible
Delayed Th.1 Meng 8 8 9 10
Predicted Th.1 (h¼ dm) 8 10 13 15
Table 2
Calculation of dM given dm.
State feedback Algorithm dm
5 10 20 30
Delayed Th.1 Guo (2009) 19 19 Infeasible Infeasible
Delayed Th.1 Gao (2007) 19 19 Infeasible Infeasible
Delayed Th.3 Gao (2007) 19 19 Infeasible Infeasible
Delayed Th.1 Meng 19 19 20 Infeasible
Predicted Th.1 (h¼ dm) 21 25 32 41
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result on the LMI constraints (12). This completes the proof. &
This theorem allows to check the improvement of using the state
predictor in the feedback control. The following numerical exam-
ples, already reported in the literature, illustrate this advantage.4. Numerical examples
The stability of a state delayed plant deﬁned by
xkþ1 ¼ AxkþAdxkdk ð18Þ
where dk fulﬁls Assumption A2, has been widely studied in the
literature (see for example Gao & Chen, 2007; Guo & Li, 2009;
Meng et al., 2010).
This system is equivalent to (3) with delayed state feedback (5),
leading to the equivalence
Ad ¼BK ð19Þ
Thus, the results achieved by using the proposed predictor are
compared with those obtained by the above referenced approaches
where a delayed state feedback control is used.
Example 1. Consider the open-loop unstable model of an inverted
pendulum (see Example 3 in Gao & Chen, 2007). In that paper, a
sampling period of 30 ms was adopted. Here, a shorter sampling
period is used (T¼10 ms), in order to better show the inﬂuence of
the delay (which is expressed as multiples of T). The ZOH-discretized
model of the inverted pendulum is
xkþ1 ¼
1:0009 0:0100
0:1730 1:0009
 
xkþ103
0:0088
1:7652
 
uk
The poles of the open-loop unstable system are f1:0425,0:9593g.
Following Gao and Chen (2007) a stabilizing state-feedback control
gain K was computed
K ¼½102:9100 80:7916 ð20Þ
assigning the poles of the delay-free closed-loop system (ABK) at
f0:9994,0:8588g.
Now, the existence of a time varying dk measurement delay is
assumed (see Fig. 1). Two options are considered1. The feedback control input is the delayed state (5), uk ¼Kxkdk .
2. The predicted state (7) is used when computing the control (6),
uk ¼Kxkþh.
Given dm, the goal is to obtain the upper value of dM such that the
closed-loop system remains stable. In Table 1 comparative results
using Theorem 1 in Guo and Li (2009), Theorems 1 and 3 in Gao
and Chen (2007), Theorem 1 in Meng et al. (2010),4 without the4 Where the less conservative delay-partitioning approach has been used.predictor, as well as the results of the proposed stability condition
in Theorem 1, when the predictor is used, are summarized.
The proposed approach has been applied assuming h¼ dm. As
shown, the use of the predictor enlarges the stability interval. For
a minimum delay dm¼10 it is not possible to prove the time-
varying delay-dependent stability of the delayed state feedback
controlled plant whereas it is ensured until a maximum delay of
dM¼15 if the predictor (7) is used in the feedback control.
Example 2. Now, consider the following double integrator plant
(which is a simple model of the experimental platform used
afterwards):
_xðtÞ ¼ 0 1
0 0
 
xðtÞþ 0
0:1050
 
uðtÞ
with a sampling period of T ¼ 10 ms, the following control law
uk ¼½109:9907 50:0020xk stabilizes the plant assigning the
poles of the delay-free closed-loop system at f0:973570:0212ig.
Then, following the same procedure as in the previous example,
the results in Table 2 are obtained.
Also in this case, better time-varying measurement delay
robustness is achieved by using the state predictor in the feed-
back control. Note that, when dm¼30 is not possible to prove the
stability of the delayed state feedback controlled plant whereas it
is ensured until a maximum delay of dM¼41 if the predictor (7) is
used in the feedback control.
As already mentioned, Theorem 1 provides conservative stabi-
lity ranges. In this example, for dm¼30 and dM¼60, even the
results in the previous Table 2 indicate that the stability cannot be
assured (the proved stability range is f30;41g), the system
response when a sample of time-varying delay in a larger interval
is applied is shown in Fig. 2. In the same system, if dM is enlarged
until 70, the systems always present instability.
Remark 1. The main objective of this work is to prove that the
proposed predictor–controller scheme improves robustness
against uncertainties in the time-varying measurement delay.
Theorem 1 provides a conservative bound (which could be
improved by choosing another h) in the robust stability. This is
a matter of current research.5. Robust-stability of the closed-loop system
In this section, robustness of the designed control scheme to
variations in all the parameters of the system model are analyzed.
Removing the Assumptions A1–A3 and following the ideas in
Lozano et al. (2004), and Cloosterman et al. (2010), the system
(1) can be modeled in discrete-time as
xkþ1 ¼ AxkþBukþDf k ð21Þ
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Fig. 2. State feedback control with time-varying measurement delay f30;60g.
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uncertainty matrix D is deﬁned as
D¼ ðDA DB DB1Þ ¼ gGDkðHA HB HB1Þ ð22Þ
where G, HA, HB, HB1 are some constant matrices of appropriate
dimensions, Dk is a real uncertain matrix function with Lebesgue
measurable elements satisfying DTkDkr I, and the scalar g40
determines the size of the uncertainties.
Deﬁne an augmented state representation of the system (21)
together with the control law (6) and the predictor (7). The
autonomous system can be represented as6
xkþ1 ¼ AclðdiÞxk ð23Þ
where
xk ¼ ðxTk    xTkd u
T
k1    uTkhÞT
d ¼maxðdM ,hÞ ð24Þ
and the state matrix AclðdiÞ, assuming an actual delay dk¼di, is
AclðdiÞ ¼ AðdiÞþgGDkHðdiÞ
AðdiÞ ¼
A11ðdiÞ A12
A21ðdiÞ A22
 !
A11ðdiÞ ¼
AþBK0ðdiÞ BK1ðdiÞ       BKd ðdiÞ
I 0       0
0 I       0
^ ^       ^
0 0    I 0
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA
A12 ¼
BKB    BKAh1B
0    0
^    ^
0    0
0
BBBB@
1
CCCCA5 Note that the previous input, uk1, is included in fk, as some variations in the
sampling period (Assumption A1), may force this dependence.
6 Note that the closed-loop realization also involves all the past state and
system input delayed variables.A21ðdiÞ ¼
K0ðdiÞ K1ðdiÞ    Kd ðdiÞ
0 0    0
^ ^    ^
0 0    0
0
BBB@
1
CCCA
A22 ¼
KB    KAh2B KAh1B
I    ^ 0
0    ^ 0
^    ^ ^
0    I 0
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA
G ¼ ðG 0    0ÞT
HðdiÞ ¼ ðH1ðdiÞ H2Þ
H1ðdiÞ ¼ ðHAþHBK0ðdiÞ HBK1ðdiÞ    HBKd ðdiÞÞ
H2 ¼ ðHBKBþHB1 HBKAB    HBKAh1BÞ
KjðdiÞ ¼
KAh, j¼ di
0, jadi
(
jA ½0,    ,d
By applying a similar procedure as in Gonzalez, Sala, Garcia,
and Albertos (2011), the following theorem is obtained:
Theorem 2. The closed-loop system (21) with predictor-based
scheme (6) is robustly stable if there exists L40 such that the
following LMI’s hold for every di ¼ dm,dmþ1, . . . ,dM
LþHðdiÞTHðdiÞ AðdiÞTL 0
ðnÞ L LG
ðnÞ ðnÞ g2I
0
B@
1
CAo0 ð25Þ
Moreover, the maximum tolerance to uncertainties keeping stabi-
lity can be obtained by solving the following convex optimization
problem: min g2 subject to (25).
Proof. Propose the complete quadratic Lyapunov functional can-
didate VðkÞ ¼ xTkPxk,P40 where the augmented state is deﬁned in
Eq. (23). The closed-loop stability can be proved if the following
LMI constraints hold for every di ¼ dm,dmþ1, . . . ,dM .
PþAclðdiÞTPAclðdiÞo0 ð26Þ
Applying Schur complement, the following is obtained:
P AclðdiÞTP
ðnÞ P
 !
o0 ð27Þ
That can be put in the following form, taking into account that
AclðdiÞ ¼ AðdiÞþgGDkHðdiÞ
P AðdiÞTP
ðnÞ P
 !
þg 0
PG
 
DkðHðdiÞ 0Þ
þgðHðdiÞ 0ÞTDTk
0
PG
 T
o0 ð28Þ
The previous inequality is satisﬁed for some scalar E40, Xie
(1996), such that
P AðdiÞTP
ðnÞ P
 !
þEg2 0
PG
 
ð0 GTPÞ
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Fig. 3. The time-varying delay in Example 3.
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Fig. 4. State evolution with predictor-based control (h¼ dM), time-varying delay
18rdkr23 and g¼ 0:8359.
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T
0
 !
ðHðdiÞ 0Þo0 ð29Þ
Applying again the Schur complement
PþE1HðdiÞTHðdiÞ AðdiÞTP 0
ðnÞ P PG
ðnÞ ðnÞ g2E1I
0
B@
1
CAo0 ð30Þ
and multiplying by E
EPþHðdiÞTHðdiÞ EAðdiÞTP 0
ðnÞ EP EPG
ðnÞ ðnÞ g2I
0
B@
1
CAo0 ð31Þ
Finally, by deﬁning L ¼ EP the expression (25) is obtained. This
completes the proof. &
Example 3. Consider the process in Example 2 with uncertainties
as described in Eq. (21) with G¼ 104ð1 1ÞT , HA ¼ ð1 1Þ and
HB¼1.
Assuming that both bound are ﬁxed, d¼ dMdm, the objective is
to ﬁnd the upper value of g such that the closed-loop system
remains stable. By using Theorem 2, for h¼ dm, the maximum g is
shown for some delay intervals in Table 3.
Remark 2. Note that, if another measurement delay h is con-
sidered (for example, h¼ dM), robustness against model uncer-
tainties is improved (see Table 4). This result has been also
veriﬁed by simulation. As previously mentioned, the optimal
value of this parameter is a matter of current research.
Now, some simulation results are reported. Assume the initial
condition to be xk ¼ ½1 1T for kr0. In addition, let the delay dk
change randomly between dm¼18 and dM¼23 as depicted in
Fig. 3, and the variable process uncertainties being deﬁned by
g¼ 0:8359 and Dk changing randomly between 1 and 1. The
predictor-based control assumes h¼ dM ¼ 23. Then, the state
response of the double integrator is given in Fig. 4. It can be seen
that the system is asymptotically stable.
6. Experimental results
The goal of this section is to illustrate the effectiveness and
robustness of the proposed predictor-based control scheme in aTable 3
Allowable upper bound g for some delay intervals (h¼ dm).
dm 3 6 9 12 15 18
gðd¼ 2Þ 1.0440 1.0148 0.9867 0.9591 0.9291 0.8882
gðd¼ 3Þ 1.0080 0.9751 0.9409 0.9062 0.8473 0.8296
gðd¼ 4Þ 0.9712 0.9308 0.8904 0.8446 0.7802 0.7336
gðd¼ 5Þ 0.9290 0.8797 0.8297 0.7729 0.7031 0.6428
Table 4
Allowable upper bound g for some delay intervals (h¼ dM).
dm 3 6 9 12 15 18
gðd¼ 2Þ 1.0905 1.0702 1.0493 1.0302 1.0046 0.9837
gðd¼ 3Þ 1.0826 1.0616 1.0385 1.0036 0.9632 0.9436
gðd¼ 4Þ 1.0743 1.0505 1.0065 0.9807 0.9406 0.9267
gðd¼ 5Þ 1.0615 1.0321 1.0009 0.9655 0.8774 0.8359
Fig. 5. Quad-rotor system with a wireless Integrated Measurement Unit (IMU).
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Fig. 6. Closed-loop system response without additional delay (nominal case)
using a square wave function as a desired angle.
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Fig. 7. Closed-loop system response without predictor.
A. Gonzalez et al. / Control Engineering Practice 20 (2012) 102–110108real-time closed-loop system. For that purpose, the real-time plat-
form shown in Fig. 5 has been used. The platform is composed of a
ground control unit (GCU), developed using Linux RT, and a quad-
rotor prototype equipped with a wireless Integrated Measurement
Unit (IMU) to measure the angular position and velocity (yaw, pitch
and roll angles).
Assuming the pitch and yaw angles are zero, the roll axis
torque is controlled by the forces generated by two propellers,
and the following simpliﬁed model can be obtained, Castillo,
Lozano, and Dzul (2005):
€f ¼ KfðVrVlÞ
where Vr , Vl are the right and left motor voltages respectively,
Kf ¼ 0:1050 is a constant representing the inertia moment of the
body and €f denotes the roll acceleration of the system.
Deﬁne x¼ ½f _fT as the state vector. Then, the roll angle
dynamics can be written as
_xðtÞ ¼ AcxðtÞþBcuðtÞ
with
Ac ¼
0 1
0 0
 
Bc ¼
0 0
Kf Kf
 !
and
uðtÞ ¼
Vr
Vl
 !
Note that this model has been already used in Example 2.
Again, the sampling period for all experiments is assumed to be
T¼10 ms.
As before, a stabilizing control law as the one used in
Example 2 is designed. Then,7 the following control input is
assumed:
uk ¼
109:9907 50:0020
109:9907 50:0020
 
xk ð32Þ
In order to test the predictor scheme, a square wave function,
with 51 of magnitude, is proposed as the desired reference
position and the following experiments are run.
6.1. First experiment
The ﬁrst experiment is realized applying the controller (32)
without any additional delay. Fig. 6 illustrates the behavior of the
system. Notice in this ﬁgure that the system remains stable with a
constant error ef ¼ 11.
6.2. Second experiment
The second experiment is carried out adding a random time-
varying delay in the measurement state. No prediction is imple-
mented. That is, the state feedback measurement signal is delayed
as xkdk , where dk ¼ dmþdk, dm is the ﬁxed minimum discrete
delay, and dk is the random number of the delayed samples here
considered8 (1rdkr2). The output response when this delay is
activated is shown in Fig. 7. For to8 s and dk¼0, the response in
Fig. 6 is reproduced. The delay is increased to 3rdkr5 at t¼8 s,
the system remaining stable. If the additional delay is further7 Note that the purpose of this section is not to validate the performance of
the control law, which is assumed to be given, but to illustrate the effectiveness of
the proposed predictor-scheme with respect to random delays in a real-time
application.
8 In practical applications this is a usual range of time delay variations.
Nevertheless some other intervals can be considered.increased, 5rdkr7 at tZ18 s, the system becomes unstable (see
Fig. 7).
The improvement achieved by using the predictor scheme as
well as its robustness in the presence of bigger delays is
illustrated in the next experiment.6.3. Third experiment
In this experiment, the proposed predictor control scheme is
implemented with the previous control law (32), and h¼8.
Similar to the previous experiment, the measurement state is
delayed as depicted in Fig. 9, where dkAf5;11g and
j dkþ1dk j r2. Note that under the same conditions as the
previous experiment (to25 s), the closed-loop system remains
stable. Moreover, the behavior obtained using the proposed
scheme is very similar to the delay-free case (see Figs. 6 and 8).
In order to prove the robustness of the predictor-based control
scheme, the additional delay is increased. At t¼25 s, the lower
bound delay is set at dm¼7, the system behavior is not much
affected. But, for longer delays, dm¼9 at time t¼43 (dkAf9;11g),
the transient response degrades (see Fig. 8).
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Fig. 8. Closed-loop system response with predictor and additional time-varying delay.
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Fig. 9. Additional random time-varying delays applied in the system.
A. Gonzalez et al. / Control Engineering Practice 20 (2012) 102–110 109This result illustrates the use of the predictor scheme to
restore the nominal closed-loop behavior, even when the time-
varying delay-range is subject to some uncertainties.7. Conclusions
In this paper a DT predictor-based control scheme for time-
varying measurement-delay systems has been analyzed. The
prediction horizon h (7), is a design parameter, its optimal value
being determined by the plant model and the time delay bounds.
Currently this is a matter of research. This control has been shown
to be robust with respect to time-varying bounded delays, besides
the possible parametric model uncertainties, coping with long
delays. Furthermore, the controlled plant performance remains
similar to that of the nominal plant.
Other than the theoretical result providing a set of LMI
constraints to analyze the stability of a predictor-based control
applied to a time varying delay unstable plant, uncertainties in
the knowledge of plant-model and sampling pattern parameters
are also considered. The resulting closed-loop system is shown to
be robust with respect to these uncertainties.The delay interval d¼ dMdm is an analysis parameter allow-
ing to determine an interval providing stability in which the
prediction horizon hAfdM ,dmg should be selected.
One of the main contributions of this work concerns to the
digital implementation and the experimental validation of the
proposed algorithm by stabilizing the roll angle of a quad-rotor
helicopter. Real-time experiments have enlightened the perfor-
mance of the prediction based controller and have satisfactorily
demonstrated its robustness with respect to inherent plant model
uncertainties and additional delay measurement errors. Note that,
this prototype is unstable with very fast dynamics where losing
the information of one sampling period could be critical, and an
unknown delay introduced by the wireless IMU is always present.
As already mentioned, the formal analysis of the inﬂuence of
the predictor design parameter (h) is a matter of current research.Acknowledgments
The authors thank the Associate Editor and anonymous
reviewers for their valuable comments and suggestions.Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 1
By using the candidate Lyapunov function deﬁned in (13), the
increments of V1 to V5 can be written respectively, as
DV1ðkÞ ¼ xTkþ1Pxkþ1xTkPxk
¼ ½A0xkþB1xkhB1xkdk TP½A0xkþB1xkhB1xkdk xTkPxk
DV2ðkÞ ¼ xTkQxkxTkdkQxkdk þ
Xkdk
i ¼ kdkþ 1þ1
xTi Qxi
rxTkQxkxTkdkQxkdk þ
Xkdm
i ¼ kdM þ1
xTi Qxi
DV3ðkÞ ¼ xTk ðQmþQMþQhÞxkxTkdmQmxkdm
xTkdMQMxkdMx
T
khQhxkh
DV4ðkÞ ¼ d½xkxkdM TQ ½xkxkdM 
Xkdm
i ¼ kdM þ1
xTi Qxi
DV5ðkÞ ¼ nTkZnkr1
Xk1
i ¼ kr1
nTi Z2ni9dmh9
Xkr11
i ¼ kr2
nTi Z1ni

Xkdk1
i ¼ kdM
nTi ZMni
Xkdm1
i ¼ kdk
nTi ZMni
where
Z ¼ r21Z2þðdmhÞ2Z1þdZM
and
d¼ dMdm
Applying the Tchebyschev inequality (Lemma 1 in Guo & Li, 2009)
it yields
r1
Xk1
i ¼ kr1
nTi Z2nir
Xk1
i ¼ kr1
ni
2
4
3
5
T
Z2
Xk1
i ¼ kr1
ni
2
4
3
5
9dmh9
Xkr11
i ¼ kr2
nTi Z1nir
Xkr11
i ¼ kr2
ni
2
4
3
5
T
Z1
Xkr11
i ¼ kr2
ni
2
4
3
5
A. Gonzalez et al. / Control Engineering Practice 20 (2012) 102–110110and so on
DV5ðkÞrnTkZnk½xkxkr1 TZ2½xkxkr1 
½xkr1xkr2 TZ1½xkr1xkr2 
Xkdk1
i ¼ kdM
nTi ZMni
Xkdm1
i ¼ kdk
nTi ZMni
For some matrices deﬁned as ~S ¼ ð0 ST1 ST2 0 0ÞT , ~T ¼ ð0 TT1
0 TT2 0ÞT with appropriate dimensions, it yields
0¼ 2lTk ~S xkdmxkdk
Xkdm1
i ¼ kdk
ni
2
4
3
5
r2lTk ~S½xkdmxkdk þðdkdmÞl
T
k
~SZ1M
~S
T
lkþ
Xkdm1
i ¼ kdk
nTi ZMni
0¼ 2lTk ~T xkdkxkdM
Xkdk1
i ¼ kdM
ni
2
4
3
5
r2lTk ~T ½xkdkxkdM þðdMdkÞl
T
k
~TZ1M ~T
T
lkþ
Xkdk1
i ¼ kdM
nTi ZMni
Finally, the forward difference DVðkÞ can be put as
DVðkÞrlTkOlk
Xkdm1
i ¼ kdk
nTi ZMni
Xkdk1
i ¼ kdM
nTi ZMnio0 ð33Þ
where the augmented state is deﬁned as
lTk ¼ ðxk xkdk xkdm xkdM xkhÞ
and the matrix O is
O¼
O1 O2 O3 0 O4
ðnÞ O5 S1ST2 T1þTT2 O6
ðnÞ ðnÞ O7 0 Z1
ðnÞ ðnÞ ðnÞ O8 0
ðnÞ ðnÞ ðnÞ ðnÞ O9
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA
with
O1 ¼ AT0PA0þðA0IÞTZðA0IÞPþðdþ1ÞQþQMþQmþQhZ2
O2 ¼AT0PB1ðA0IÞTZB1
O3 ¼
0, hrdm
Z1, h4dm
(
O4 ¼ AT0PB1þðA0IÞTZB1þ
Z2, hrdm
0, h4dm
(
O5 ¼ BT1PB1þBT1ZB1Q
O6 ¼BT1PB1BT1ZB1
O7 ¼QmZ1þ
0, hrdm
Z2, h4dm
(
O8 ¼QM
O9 ¼ BT1PB1þBT1ZB1QhZ1þ
Z2, hrdm
0, h4dm
(
Then, after some lengthy algebraic manipulations and Schur
complement, the inequality (15) is obtained.
Following the baseline of reasoning in Guo and Li (2009), the LMIs
in (16) and (17) are obtained and the ﬁnal result (12) is achieved.References
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